January 9, 2015
To:

Columbia Association Board of Directors
Advisory Committee Chairpersons
Village Board Chairs
Village Managers
Members of the Press
CA Management

From:

Russ Swatek, Board Chair

The Columbia Association Board of Directors will hold a Work Session on Thursday,
January 15, 2015 at 7:30 p.m. at the Columbia Association Building, 10221 Wincopin
Circle, Columbia, MD 21044.
BOARD WORK SESSION AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call to Order (Announce Directors/Staff in Attendance)
Approval of Agenda
Resident Speakout
Work Session on CA Indoor Aquatics Facilities – Present and Future
Adjournment – Approximately 9:45 p.m.

1 min.
1 min.
120 min.

Next Board Meeting: Thursday, January 22, 2015
ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN INTERPRETER FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED CAN BE MADE BY
CALLING 410-715-3111 AT LEAST THREE DAYS IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING.

CA Mission Statement
Working every day in hundreds of ways to make Columbia an even better place to live, work, and
play.
CA Vision Statement
Making Columbia the community of choice today and for generations to come.
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Swim Center Facility Assessment

Introduction and Executive Summary
In October of 2014, the Columbia Association (CA)
commissioned Williams Architects/Williams Aquatics to
perform a comprehensive Facility Assessment of the Swim
Center facility located at 10400 Cross Fox Lane in
Columbia, Maryland. This Facility Assessment Report
represents the written deliverable to the Columbia
Association.
During November of 2014, Williams Architects/Williams
Aquatics performed a comprehensive on-site condition
evaluation of multiple aspects of the Swim Center facility.
The project team assessed the condition of site, building
exterior, structure, interior, and aquatics components of the
entire facility with the goal of identifying current conditions
and assessing approximate expected remaining service life of
the various components of the facility. Williams
Architects/Williams Aquatics retained b2E Consulting
Engineers of Leesburg, VA to perform a comprehensive
evaluation of mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and fire
protection systems within the facility.
This Facility Assessment Report is organized into five
sections, each detailing the conditions encountered within
the facility. To further aid in understanding of the conditions
encountered, each chapter of the assessment has been
further organized into four facility areas as appropriate: the
Lobby/Locker Core, Main Pool, Program Pool, and
Splashdown. Chapter 5 of this Assessment Report discusses
mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems as they relate to
the facility as a whole.
In addition to an assessment of existing conditions, our team
has provided a comprehensive listing of recommended
improvements to the facility in order to keep the facility
operational and in good working order over the next ten
years. To assist the Columbia Association with planning and
prioritizing for needed repairs and improvements, our team
has organized our recommendations into “immediate”, “1-5
year”, and “5-10 year” improvement timeframes. The team
has also identified a preliminary range of costs for
recommended repairs and improvements, expressed in
current costs as of January, 2015.
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Areas of concern noted during our evaluation process can
be summarized as follows:
Building Site:
Parking lot paving and lighting is in acceptable condition, with
no major issues of concern identified. Moderate to severe
deterioration of concrete was observed at ramps and
retaining walls near the facility entrance. Moderate corrosion
of steel pipe railings was observed, with particular evidence
of freeze-thaw damage and repairs over time where railings
are set into concrete.
Building Exterior:
Masonry on the original Lobby and Locker Core ranges from
fair to good condition. Some deterioration of brick and
siding was observed at the north side of the building at the
area of the former entrance to the bathhouse. Insulated
fiberglass sandwich panels forming the walls of the Program
Pool and SplashDown and forming the walls and roof of the
Main Pool vary significantly in condition from acceptable to
requiring immediate replacement. Ultraviolet radiation from
sun exposure has caused significant crazing and yellowing of
panels, particularly on south and west sides of these
structures. Roofing systems are generally in acceptable
condition, though some degradation/cracking and wear
patterns indicate that the roof over the Program Pool and
Lobby/Locker Core will require replacement within the next
five years. As noted above, fiberglass panels at the Main Pool
that serve as both wall and roof enclosures are damaged in
several locations.
Building Structure:
Corrosion was observed on steel structural members in
each section of the building. Most of the observed corrosion
appears to be surface rust and does not appear to be of a
structural concern. However, our team observed significant
corrosion and damage to steel, concrete, and concrete
masonry structural elements in and above the basement
level main pool equipment room, likely due to exposure to
pool chemicals which are stored in the space. Although an
inspection by a structural engineer immediately following
our evaluation visit did not identify any urgent issues, we
believe that these conditions warrant corrective action
including the relocation of pool chemicals to a separate,
properly ventilated space to reduce the chances of further
damage. Glue-laminated wood members in the Main Pool
show minor cracks in several areas, but appear to have been
coated and repaired per the recommendations of previous
structural engineering studies and reports commissioned by
the Columbia Association. Although safe and in acceptable
condition, the glu-lam structure in the Main Pool does not
meet current wind and snow load code requirements; any
major renovations that would add features to the Main Pool
would trigger the need to replace the structure entirely.
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Building Interior:
Though the facility is relatively compact in size and
frequently cramped due to the large number of occupants
using the facility at peak times, interior elements and finishes
are in fair to good condition throughout. Carpet tile in lobby
and nursery areas shows sign of severe wear and staining
and requires replacement. Emergency egress issues exist at
the Main Pool and SplashDown, where no exits discharging
directly to grade currently exist as required by code. Safety
concerns were noted at the bases of the glulam members at
the main pool; the height and placement of these members
potentially represents a safety hazard to building occupants.
Aquatics:
Several areas of concern and violations of current codes
were noted as part of our evaluation. The Main Pool has no
deck drains, and several areas of gutter grating are cracked.
As previously mentioned, the lack of chemical containment is
not only contributing to deterioration in the Main Pool
equipment room, but its location and lack of containment is
itself a significant code violation. Serious concerns exist
regarding the structure of the wading pool. The Program
Pool is in good condition overall, but similar concerns and
code violations exist with respect to chemical storage, and
water quality is of concern under higher bather loads. Finally,
the SplashDown slides have reached the end of their service
life and require replacement within the next one to two
years.
Mechanical and Electrical Systems:
No items of an urgent or serious nature were discovered as
a result of our evaluation. Moving forward, replacement of
the building’s electrical and natural gas services is
recommended to address safety issues, improve service
quality, and eliminate connections to the adjacent Slayton
House. Over the next ten years, all of the mechanical units
serving the building will require replacement, as will the
majority of the building’s plumbing fixtures. Replacement of
building lighting with LED fixtures over the next ten years to
improve light quality and reduce energy consumption is
recommended. Finally, replacement of the building’s fire
alarm system is recommended within the next ten years to
ensure that all components are serviceable and capable of
providing the maximum level of life safety to building
occupants.
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Conclusions:
Although several concerns have been identified as part of
this Assessment, all are items of a nature that are commonly
encountered in an indoor aquatic facility of this age. None of
these concerns should be intrepreted as being caused by
poor maintenance or upkeep; all facilities of any type require
replacement of major systems and components as they age,
and new technologies constantly become available that offer
building operators increased energy efficiency and lower
maintenance and operating cost. The Association has done
an excellent job of maintaining the facility with its staff and
available resources.
The costs identified to address items that we recommend
repairing or replacing over the next ten years may seem
rather high at first glance. However, these costs are actually
quite reasonable when compared to the cost of constructing
a new indoor facility. For reference, Williams
Architects/Aquatics is currently developing working
drawings for an addition to an existing recreation center in
the Chicago area that will incorporate one six-lane, 25-yard
lap pool, one zero-depth activity pool with water slide,
locker rooms, lobby, guard offices, party room, and pool
equipment room. The total project budget for this project is
currently over $7 million – for a facility smaller than the
existing Columbia Swim Center. That facility will also
eventually require most of the items recommended in this
Assessment as it ages.
A significant portion of the costs identified in this
Assessment are related to improvements required at the
SplashDown portion of the facility. The two waterslides,
support structures, slide tower enclosure, and slide tower
HVAC unit all require replacement within the next one to
five years. CA staff also reports that over $638,000 has been
spent by CA on repairs to the SplashDown facility since
2000. While the required improvements within this
Assessment would undoubtedly decrease these repair costs
moving forward, the particular configuration and size of the
SplashDown slides and the slide tower will certainly
continue to cause significant maintenance and upkeep costs
related to this portion of the facility moving forward.
Therefore, one option worth consideration by the CA
Board may be decommissioning the SplashDown facility
within the next two to three years and re-developing the
Swim Center as a facility focused on lap swimming and swim
lessons, with the intent of providing family and activityoriented indoor aquatics in a new, purpose-built facility
elsewhere within Columbia at some point in the future.
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Conclusions (continued):
The recommended renovations and improvements
described herein would result in a refreshed, renovated, upto-date facility with eleven lanes of swimming available for
member use. The facility would be very well equipped to
meet continuing demand for competitive and lap swimming
and swimming lessons in the area.
Our previous feasibility study performed for the Columbia
Association began to provide scope and cost information for
indoor facility components of a family and activity nature. It
may be that the most cost-effective long-term approach to
providing indoor aquatics for the Columbia Association may
be to position the Swim Center as a center for lap swimming
and swim lessons, with family and activity-oriented indoor
aquatics taking place in a new, purpose-built facility
elsewhere within Columbia.
The Williams Architects/Williams Aquatics Team truly
appreciates this opportunity to be of service to the
Columbia Association. Please do not hesitate to contact us
with any questions regarding the contents of this Facility
Assessment Report.
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Swim Center Facility Assessment

Process and Methodology
During November of 2014, Williams Architects/Aquatics and
b2E Consulting Engineers performed a comprehensive
assessment of the Swim Center facility. Prior to conducting
the assessment, the Williams Architects/Aquatics team
conducted a kickoff meeting with Columbia Association staff
to confirm goals and timeline for the assessment process.
Rich Klarck of Williams Aquatics performed the assessment
of the aquatics components of the facility following this
kickoff meeting on November 14. Tom Poulos and Andy
Dogan of Williams Architects toured the facility with CA
facility staff at this time.
On November 24, Andy Dogan of Williams Architects
returned to the facility to conduct an assessment of the site
and building components. Bruce Beddow, Bryan Turman,
and Tyler Muntz of b2E Consulting Engineers were also on
site on this date to assess mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
and fire protection systems within the facility.
.
Our evaluation consisted of an on-site visual inspection of
the facilities and discussions with the staff regarding areas of
specific concerns. The aquatics investigation included a
visual examination of the pools, pool gutter systems,
exposed piping, pool filtration systems, chemical control and
feed systems, deck areas and related equipment. This report
will help identify items that do not meet the current
regulations of the State of Maryland Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene Code and current industry design
standards. Reference to violations of the State Code, in the
body of this report, should not necessarily be construed as
grounds for pool closure.
The site and building investigation included a visual
examination of the building site and associated
improvements, building envelope and exterior components,
roofing, building structure, interior finishes and components,
and life safety. Please note that accessibility items are
generally not addressed within this report, as a
comprehensive accessibility assessment and audit was
previously
completed
by
Recreation
Accessibility
Consultants.
The evaluation process

A visual evaluation of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
and fire protection systems present in the building was
conducted by b2E Consulting Engineers.
Following our assessment visits, the team prepared narrative
descriptions of conditions encountered and prioritized
recommendations for improvements and repairs, with
associated cost ranges.
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Swim Center Facility Assessment

Chapter 1 –
Site and Landscaping
Site Access and Parking
The Swim Center site is located within a complex of
educational, retail, and community facilities. Parking is
accessed from a series of driveways from the east, west, and
northwest. The tall tower and slides of the SplashDown
portion of the facility serve as excellent “wayfinding” devices
for patrons trying to find the facility for the first time.
Although users may be dropped off very close to the
entrance of the facility, no dedicated “drop off” lane or
space currently exists.

Site aerial indicating parking layout.

Building entrance. Trash collection occurs in front of the
accessible ramp; trash containers obstruct accessible
route when set out for collection.

Landscaping material near entrance serves to screen the
bicycle rack and patio area adjacent to the nursery room.

All of the parking surrounding the building is shared with
adjacent buildings; the parking lot and driveways are not
owned by CA. A total of 72 parking spaces are provided
adjacent to the Swim Center, with 64 standard spaces, six
accessible spaces, and two parallel-loaded spaces adjacent to
the facility. Additional parking exists to the north for the
adjacent Slayton House community gathering and theatre
facility and adjacent retail functions; although these spaces
are sometimes available for overflow use by Swim Center
users, the close proximity of the other facilities also means
that users of those facilities may sometimes use the parking
nearest to the Swim Center.
Pavement Condition
The condition of concrete curbs throughout the site varies
widely, with newer curbs installed near the facility entrance.
Asphalt pavement at the parking lot was recently re-done
and is generally in good condition, with newer striping
observed. No drainage issues were observed in the parking
lot during our visit.
Site Lighting
The parking lot and site is illuminated by a combination of
metal halide “double shoebox” fixtures and decorative 15’
high post-mounted fixtures near the building entrance that
are connected to a timer system for automatic on/off
operation. Fixtures, poles, and concrete bases are all in
acceptable condition, although most of the decorative
fixtures appear to be slightly leaning to one side or another.
Landscaping
Some landscaping is planted around the facility, particularly
near the entrance. No areas of concern were noted at plants
and grass areas observed.
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Chapter 1 –
Site and Landscaping (continued)

Retaining wall deterioration near facility entrance.

Concrete spalling and evidence of prior repairs at railing
posts set into concrete.

Main and accessible ramps as viewed from facility
entrance.

Facility Entrance and Sidewalks
A system of concrete ramps and retaining walls connects the
driveway and parking area to the main entrance of the
building. CA staff reports that the ramps and retaining walls
are actually on Howard County property. A main ramp
connects the parking area and driveway directly with the
building entrance, while an accessible ramp is provided north
of the facility entrance to facilitate entrance to the building
for persons with disabilities. During our visit, trash and
recycling bins were placed in front of the ramp entrance,
partially blocking the accessible route from the parking lot to
the entrance of the facility.
Several areas of concern with regard to concrete condition
were observed at these locations, with moderate to severe
spalling of concrete observed at retaining walls and ramps.
Newer polyurethane sealant was observed at the juncture
between sidewalk surfaces and retaining walls/railings.
Painted steel railings are installed at the main ramp; concrete
deterioration and past repair work is particularly evident at
locations where railings are set into concrete. Although a
review of accessibility concerns is outside the scope of this
Assessment, the existing accessible ramp and its railings do
not appear to meet current ADAAG requirements.
Site Furniture
A trash can and bike rack is provided near the entrance to
the building. These items are in acceptable condition. Access
to the bike rack is only possible via the same ramp used by
patrons entering the facility on foot, increasing the potential
for conflicts and incidents between users.
Other Site Observations
Roof drainage is covered elsewhere within this Facility
Assessment Report; however, a building downspout drains
directly onto the patio outside the nursery space; this runoff
could become of concern during freezing temperatures.

Trash can and bike rack.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
Lobby and Locker Core - Building Exterior
Wall Materials
Brick deterioration at north side of lobby/locker core near
former bathhouse entrance.
.

The primary exterior material on the lobby and locker core
is face brick. Most exterior brick is in good condition, with
the exception of some deteriorated masonry at the former
bathhouse entrance at the north side of the building.
Control joints as typically recommended for masonry
constructed to address freeze-thaw related expansion and
contraction are present; sealants used in these joints are
beginning to show signs of cracking and deterioration.
No means of flashing or moisture management such as
weeps or open head joints were observed at the base of
these walls. Weep holes were observed at window and door
heads.

Siding deterioration at grade level.

On the north side of the building, a cementitious siding
material has been installed in locations where openings
previously existed when this portion of the facility served as
a bathhouse for the adjacent outdoor pool. This siding
shows signs of moisture-related deterioration at grade level.
A false mansard faced in standing seam metal roofing panels
surrounds the top of the masonry wall at the facility
entrance.
Openings

Deterioration of concrete below nursery door.

4-1/2” deep storefront frames with 1” insulating glass serve
as openings at the nursery portion of the facility. These
frames and glazing materials are in good condition. Concrete
deterioration is apparent below this door at the exterior.
The vestibule entrance to the facility is glazed with singlepane ¼” tempered glass. Entry doors have integral panic
hardware on the interior, with automatic door operators
installed.

Surface rust at lintels above openings.

Minor surface rust was observed on steel lintels supporting
door openings.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
Roofing

Wear observed at roof where condensate from rooftop
unit empties drain.

Roofing at this portion of the facility is a gravel-coated, builtup roofing system with tapered insulation to internal drains.
No major issues of concern are present at these areas, but
some degradation of sealants at flashings and transitions was
observed that indicates the roof may be nearing the end of
its service life. Condensate from the packaged rooftop unit
in this area that serves the Program Pool runs directly on
the roof to the nearest drain, causing wear on the gravel and
roofing system below. We recommend piping the
condensate from this unit directly to the nearest drain to
eliminate any further wear on this area of the roof.
Lobby and Locker Core - Structure

Corrosion of metal deck and open web steel joists above
main pool equipment room.

In several locations, metal deck is completely corroded
through, exposing concrete above.

The primary wall structural system for the facility is masonry
bearing walls with intermediate columns. Open web steel
joists on metal deck serve as the roof structure for this
portion of the facility. Floors are a combination of slab-ongrade concrete and a 3” reinforced concrete floor system on
metal form deck and metal bar joists at the area above the
lower level pool equipment room.
No structural issues were observed at above-grade walls and
roof structure. However, concerns exist at the below-grade
wall structures at the main pool equipment room and the
floor structure supporting the locker room above. Severe
corrosion of the steel structure above was observed from
below in the main pool equipment room. In some locations,
the steel form deck has entirely corroded away, exposing
concrete and reinforcing steel above. This corrosion appears
be of an advanced nature; upon observation, we
recommended immediate consultation with a licensed
structural engineer to evaluate the existing conditions and
determine if any structural capacity has been compromised
in these areas. A subsequent consultation with a structural
engineer determined that there is no immediate life safety
concern with the building structure at this location. This
type of corrosion is typically associated with chemical
exposure as currently exists in the pool equipment room.
Furthermore, deterioration of concrete masonry units
behind chemical storage containers and the backwash pit
was also observed. This deterioration is also consistent with
the type of damage caused by exposure to pool chemicals.

Deterioration of concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls
behind backwash pit, below chemical feeding equipment.
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Photo of original glu-lam frame during construction
process.

Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
Main Pool - Exterior
Wall and Roof Enclosure
The entire main pool assembly is enclosed by a sloped
fiberglass sandwich panel system with aluminum framing
members, in turn supported by large glue-laminated arches
and metal girts.

Main pool enclosure today.

Degradation of fiberglass sandwich panels observed
along south side of enclosure at exterior.

Moderate to severe degradation of these fiberglass panels
was observed, particularly at the south side of the pool
enclosure near the peak of the roof. No major issues were
observed with the system aluminum framing or fasteners.
Sealants incorporated into the system are in acceptable
condition, and appear to have been recently replaced. Resealing efforts are also evident at corners, relief vents, and
supply duct penetrations.
Gutters are installed along the west side of this system to
roof runoff away; the other sides of the facility drain to
grade. Plastic snow guards appear to have been installed at
the west side of the enclosure to slow snow runoff, but only
one guard still remains.
Openings
Doors leading from the main pool enclosure are aluminum
entrances with ¼” non-insulating, tempered glass. All doors
and frames are in acceptable condition.

Gutter and locations of snow guards at west side of
enclosure.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
Main Pool - Structure
.

Cracking along glu-lam beam at west end of facility (in
area of what appears to be a previous repair)

Cracking along glu-lam beam at east end of facility

The Main Pool and adjacent wading pool were originally
outdoor pools at the time of their original construction,
served by the adjacent bathhouse that is now part of the
Lobby and Locker Core. The aforementioned fiberglass
sandwich panel enclosure system is supported on a large
glue-laminated (glu-lam) timber frame system with steel and
concrete bases and steel girts.
Our understanding from documents supplied to our team
prior to the evaluation process is that several repairs were
made to this structure as a result of a study and
recommendations made by Columbia Engineering, Inc. The
glu-lam members were coated in an epoxy coating system
and repaired in several areas, while damaged wood girts
were replaced with new metal girts. Minor cracks in the glulam framing were observed in members at the east and west
ends of the facility, but do not appear to be structurally
significant in nature.
Prior engineering analyses made available to the Williams
team during our assessment process indicated that this
structure was designed to resist base snow loads at 20 PSF
(pounds per square foot); current codes require a 30 PSF
rating. CA staff received a determination from Howard
County plan review staff indicating that in-kind replacement
of the translucent sandwich panel system alone would not
trigger compliance with current codes for base snow loads,
but that any more substantial alterations to the Main Pool
area or the enclosure system would likely require that the
structure meet this requirement. It is unlikely that the glulam system could be modified to meet this 30 PSF
requirement. Therefore, any substantial alterations to
the configuration of or features within the Main Pool
would almost certainly require complete removal
and replacement of the entire structural system.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
Program Pool – Exterior Wall Materials
The Program Pool is completely enclosed on all four sides
by a translucent fiberglass sandwich panel system. Like the
Main Pool, the currently installed system has been replaced
once since the facility was constructed. At the Program
Pool, these panels and associated framing are in good
condition, with no color degradation or surface failure
observed as is present at the Main Pool. These panels appear
to have been re-sealed within the last five years.

Exterior wall system and doors at Program Pool.

The base of the walls at each side of the Program Pool are
constructed of painted concrete masonry units, with a
stucco-like EIFS finish applied at the exterior. The CMU
walls are in good condition at the interior; the EIFS at the
exterior varies in condition, with several cracks observed
around the building.
Program Pool – Openings
Exterior doors in the Program Pool are aluminum entrance
doors with ¼” glazing and weatherstripping, similar to
others installed throughout the facility. Our team was unable
to confirm with certainty that each of the glass panels within
these doors is tempered as required by current building
codes.

Cracks and damage at EIFS exterior wall base.

Program Pool – Roofing
As with the Locker and Lobby Core, the roof assembly is a
gravel-coated built-up roofing system. The roof appears to
be performing in acceptable condition, though degradation
of sealants at parapet walls and metal coping joints indicates
that the roof may be nearing the end of its expected service
life.

Program Pool roof; note darker areas indicating ponding
close to drains at left side of photo.

Some issues exist with roof drainage at this portion of the
facility. Although the roof is constructed to slope towards
drains, the drains are configured such that water ponds
around the overflow drains provided, and water does not
immediately reach the primary drains.
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Severe pitting was observed at bottom chords of open
web steel joists throughout the facility.

Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
Program Pool - Structure

Minor surface rust at perimeter support beams.

The Program Pool is structured in a conventional steel
column and beam frame system, with steel acoustic deck
supported by an open web steel joist roof structure system.
The structure appears to be in sound condition overall,
although severe pitting was observed on the angle members
of the open web roof joists. Minor surface rust was also
observed at the perimeter edge beams supporting the open
web joists along the north and south sides of the enclosure.
The bases of the existing steel columns were once severely
corroded due to contact with chloramines and pool water;
as part of the aforementioned structural engineering report
and recommendations, these steel columns were encased in
concrete at their bases. This appears to have been an
effective solution to the corrosion issue at these locations,
as the steel columns no longer show corrosion and the
concrete bases are in good condition.

Concrete encasement at steel column bases appears to
have stopped structural corrosion.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
SplashDown – Exterior Wall Materials

South side of SplashDown tower –
discoloration and fading of panels visible.

The SplashDown slide tower is completely enclosed on all
four sides by a translucent fiberglass sandwich panel system.
The system is in fair to poor condition; significant UV
damage (particularly at south and west side of the structure)
is visible at the exterior, which results in yellowing of the
panel and cracking and crazing of the exterior panel surface.
In addition to this panel damage, corrosion is visible at
framing and screws on the south side of the tower
structure. Several small holes exist all the way through the
panels.
SplashDown – Openings

Close-up of fiberglass panel and fastener on south side –
note crazing/cracking of panel and corrosion of screw
fastener.

Exterior doors and frames at the SplashDown portion of the
facility are galvanized hollow metal. Some minor corrosion at
the door and frame bottoms is visible but of no major
concern.
SplashDown – Roofing
The roof of the slide access tower and the small structures
that connect it to the Main Pool are fully adhered EPDM
(rubber) systems with rigid insulation. These roof systems
were observed to be in good condition. The slide tower
roof and exhaust fan located on the roof is accessible via
roof hatch from the top of the slide tower.

Fiberglass panel discoloration visible inside tower.

The slide tower roof drains via sloped structure to the
north side of the facility.
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Chapter 2 –
Building Exterior and Structure
(continued)
SplashDown - Structure
The SplashDown slide tower is a conventionally framed steel
structure with diagonal lateral braces. The structure is
exposed throughout the interior of the facility. With the
exception of some surface rust, the structure is in good
condition and appears to be sound. Exposed steel deck
spanning the width of the tower serves as roof structure.

Roof structure at top of slide tower.

The primary steel members of the building frame support
several flights of stairs to the top of the slide tower. This
structure was extensively repaired within the last five years.
Surface rust was observed at multiple locations of the stair
structure; thorough cleaning and surface preparation and
coating with a high-quality epoxy coating system are
recommended to inhibit further rust and possible
deterioration. The majority of the stair runs and landings are
poured-in-place concrete on conventional steel; the top
landing structure appears to have been replaced with a
fiberglass deck.

Stair landing structure at top of tower with fiberglass
deck supporting concrete.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior
Lobby and Locker Core
Entrance Vestibule

View of lobby from main entrance

The Swim Center Facility is entered through an aluminumframed vestibule with glazed storefront windows, skylights,
and doors. Framing and glazing are mostly in good condition;
all glazing is ¼” single pane glass in this vestibule. Doublepaned insulating glazing is more typically observed in this
application for energy efficiency and condensation resistance.
A “pedimat” floor grate system serves as the flooring system
for the vestibule; no areas of concern were noted in its
condition. The vestibule is illuminated at night by a linear
pendant fixture that appears to be in good condition.
Both sets of entrance doors are connected to an automatic
operator system. Both operators and actuators were
functioning properly at the time of our visit.
Lobby

Coffee and trash collection area

Flooring in the lobby area is a combination of ceramic
mosaic tile near the entrance and 24x24 carpet tiles in the
seating and coffee bar areas. While the ceramic tile is mostly
in acceptable condition (some areas of grout near the
entrance are chipped out and/or quite stained), the majority
of the carpet tile is severely stained and worn, particularly in
front of the service desk and at the coffee area. Resilient
coved wall base is installed at these areas; no areas of
concern were noted in its condition.
The majority of the lobby walls consist of aluminum
storefront framing and glazing in good condition. Ceilings in
the lobby area are 2x2 lay-in acoustical tiles in good
condition, with an attractive “cloud” design of ceiling tiles in
different colors and circular shapes. Some minor corrosion
was noted at the HVAC registers in the ceilings. Recessed
fluorescent fixtures illuminate the lobby space; fixtures are in
good condition.

Main entrance doors as viewed from lobby.

The lobby is divided into two zones by the structural frame
and base of one of the glu-lam members supporting the main
pool enclosure. Although the structure divides the lobby
space, it does not appear to create a functional issue as it
neatly separates the coffee bar and seating areas.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Lobby and Locker Core (continued)
Control Desk

Employee side of control desk showing plastic laminate
cabinets and drawers.

The facility control desk is constructed of plastic laminate
faced millwork with display cases on the public side and
drawers and cabinets on the employee side. Transaction
surfaces are constructed of solid surface; other countertops
are plastic laminate. The desk and hardware are in
acceptable condition, with some loss of edge banding
observed at open shelving.
A rubber tile flooring system is installed at the employee
side of the control desk. Although the tile is in good
condition, some tiles are buckling at the door to the
employee side of the desk, likely due to tile shifting as the
door passes over the rubber tile.

Public side of control desk showing solid surface
countertops and display cases. Note severely
stained/worn carpet tile in front of desk.

Patrons enter the facility after paying or showing passes
through a turnstile adjacent to the desk. The base of the
turnstile assembly shows moderate to severe corrosion.
Vertical Platform Lift
A vertical platform lift is provided adjacent to the lobby to
provide an accessible route between the lobby and Main
Pool. This 750 lb. rated lift is enclosed with an aluminum and
glass frame and is operated inside the lift enclosure via
switch. An emergency stop button is provided.

Vertical platform lift surface and controls.

The lift appears to be in good working order, but operates
much more noisily than newer models. A certificate posted
inside the enclosure indicates that the lift has passed its
annual inspection, with the next inspection due on June 24,
2015. The rubber flooring surface in the lift is worn and
requires replacement.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Lobby and Locker Core (continued)
Corridors and Circulation

Corridor leading to main pool and program pool; note
presence of grab bars and carpet runners to prevent
slipping.

A series of corridors lead from and around the lobby and
control desk areas that provide access to all other areas in
the facility. All of these corridor areas are finished with
ceramic mosaic tile on floor surfaces. Several walls are also
finished with the same tile up to a height of approximately 4
feet. The tile itself is in acceptable condition, with drains
installed throughout the corridors to minimize ponding
water. Several areas of stained grout were observed. A
series of carpet mats have been placed throughout these
corridors, indicating that a concern with slip resistance may
be present.
At areas where the ceramic tile abuts painted CMU walls, a
painted wood base is installed. Although the base itself is in
acceptable condition, several areas of mildew growth were
observed at the juncture between the tile floor and wall
base.

Corridor leading from locker rooms and sauna to lobby
and facility exit. Exposed painted brick areas were once
exterior walls when this portion of the facility was a
bathhouse for the main pool prior to its enclosure.

All corridor areas have 2x4 lay-in acoustical ceilings with 2x4
recessed lensed fluorescent fixtures. Although these ceilings
and fixtures appear to be in acceptable condition, this type
of tile frequently sags and degrades due to moisture
encountered in high-humidity areas such as the Swim
Center.
Stainless steel grab bars are installed along the length of the
corridors; these are all in good condition. Wallet lockers
and several bulletin boards are installed in various locations
throughout the corridors, and are also in good condition.
Doors leading from the corridor into other spaces are all
aluminum framed doors with fluted privacy glass. The doors
and frames are in acceptable condition, but show some signs
of wear and deterioration at the bottom stile of each door
and at the bottom of frames.

Wood base at floor. Some mildew growth was observed
at the juncture between the tile and base.

Portable fire extinguishers in this area are installed on wallmounted brackets. Although there are no apparent issues
with the extinguishers or brackets, placement of
extinguishers in wall-mounted cabinets would improve safety
and reduce the chance of accidental discharge.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Lobby and Locker Core (continued)
Locker Rooms

Overall view of men’s locker room.

In addition to main men’s and women’s locker rooms, the
facility contains two smaller family changing rooms. The main
men’s and women’s locker rooms and the family changing
room located off the corridor heading north from the lobby
area are of the same age and similar finishes. An additional
new family changing room was recently constructed
immediately off the lobby adjacent to the entrance to the
nursery.
Main Locker Rooms

Exposed stainless steel shower units on full-height tile
walls in shower areas.

Changing areas have newer solid plastic lockers and solid
plastic bench surfaces.

Restroom and shower areas in both main locker rooms are
finished in 2x2 ceramic mosaic tile similar to that found in
the corridors of the facility. This tile is installed on all floor
surfaces, at partial height in locker room areas, and at full
height in shower areas. This tile and grout varies widely in
condition from good to poor, with several areas requiring
grout cleaning and/or replacement. Tile immediately below
the shower units near the floor is of particular concern.
Some areas of ponding water were noted near shower
areas, indicating that floor areas are not all properly sloped
towards drains or that additional drains may be required to
effectively drain all areas. Leaks have been reported through
the floor of the women’s locker room into the Main Pool
equipment room below.
All locker room areas – including showers – have 2x4 lay-in
acoustical ceilings with 2x4 recessed lensed fluorescent
fixtures. Although the ceilings appear to be in acceptable
condition, this type of tile frequently sags and degrades due
to moisture in shower areas.
Each locker room has solid plastic lockers in both half- and
full-height configurations for use by patrons. These lockers
appear to be installed very recently and are in excellent
condition. All lockers are equipped with padlock hasps for
users to bring their own lock to secure their belongings.
Each dressing area within the locker rooms also contains a
bench with a solid plastic surface.

Exposed lavatory decks are showing signs of wear, with
caulk deterioration between the backsplash and wall
beyond.

Both main locker rooms contain phenolic core toilet
partitions that are in acceptable condition. Lavatory decks at
both locker rooms show signs of wear and caulk
deterioration at the juncture between the lavatory
backsplash and the wall beyond.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Family locker room restroom fixtures are in acceptable
condition.

Terrazzo base in the family locker room shower is
deteriorating; tile and grout condition along plumbing wall
indicates moisture infiltration to the electrical closet
behind the shower.

Lobby and Locker Core (continued)
North Family Locker Room
Restroom and shower areas in the north family locker room
are finished in 2x2 ceramic mosaic tile similar to that found
in the corridors of the facility. This tile is installed on all
floor surfaces, at partial height in most areas, and at full
height in the shower. This tile and grout varies widely in
condition from good to poor, with several areas requiring
grout cleaning and/or replacement. The south wall of the
shower (the wall that the shower head is on) as well as the
adjacent wall outside the shower show signs of popping tile
and stained grout. CA Swim Center staff report moisture
entering the adjacent closet within this space that houses
electrical equipment; this wall between spaces is almost
certainly leaking from the shower side to the electrical
closet. The shower has a precast terrazzo base that is in
poor condition.
All locker room areas – including showers – have 2x4 lay-in
acoustical ceilings with 2x4 recessed lensed fluorescent
fixtures. Although the ceilings appear to be in acceptable
condition, this type of tile frequently sags and degrades due
to moisture in shower areas.

Janitor closet in family locker room.

This locker room has solid plastic lockers identical to those
found in the main locker rooms. All lockers are equipped
with padlock hasps for users to bring their own lock to
secure their belongings.
Within this locker room are closets for cleaning equipment
and electrical equipment. The cleaning equipment closet
contains a mop sink, cleaning chemicals, and several hoses.
The electrical closet is experiencing wall leaks, most likely
from the aforementioned shower on the other side of the
wall. These closets are accessed via hollow metal doors with
hollow metal frames which show signs of corrosion near the
floor surface.

Apparent moisture damage in electrical closet wall
behind shower.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Lobby and Locker Core (continued)
South Family Locker Room

New fixtures and grab bars at new family locker room.

As part of a recent renovation effort, a second family locker
room was constructed immediately adjacent to the entrance
to the nursery space. This space is finished in monolithic
heat welded sheet rubber flooring with a flash coved base
and acrylic wall panels. A single toilet, lavatory, and
accessible roll-in shower are provided in this space along
with a solid plastic bench supported by concrete masonry
units. While a review of accessibility is outside the scope of
this Assessment effort, a cursory review of the configuration
indicates that the configuration of the space appears to
comply with current accessibility requirements.
The finishes in the space are new and in good condition.
Some issues with the flooring and sink installation were
noted at the time of our assessment, and CA staff has
indicated that these issues were corrected by the installing
contractor as part of the punch list process for this project.
Sauna

Sauna interior. Fluted obscure glass between sauna and
corridor is very hot to the touch from both sides.

A unisex sauna is located off the main corridor adjacent to
entrances to the main locker rooms. The sauna appears to
be operating as intended, and no areas of concern were
noted regarding its condition. The fluted glass between the
sauna and corridor is hot to the touch and a potential safety
issue to users in the corridor. While a review of accessibility
is outside the scope of this Assessment effort, a cursory
review of the configuration indicates that a wheelchair
turning space as required by current accessibility codes is
not provided.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Nursery / Meeting Room
Nursery interior including carpet on walls up to window
sill height.

One multi-purpose space exists within the facility for
meetings, staff training, and other functions; this space is
called the “Nursery” by CA staff. This space was added to
the facility as a standalone addition during the 1990’s.
Flooring in this space is 2x2 carpet tile; heavy staining and
wear were observed, particularly in traffic paths. Walls are
carpeted up to the window sill level on exterior walls, with
painted CMU above. Wall base is a combination of coved
resilient base and carpet at aforementioned carpeted walls.

Casework and countertop at nursery.

The ceiling in this area is a 2x4 lay-in acoustic tile system in
good condition. Newer recessed LED light fixtures are
installed, providing excellent illumination.
Plastic laminate wall and base cabinets and solid surface
countertops are installed along the east wall of the space.
This millwork is in good condition.
Finally, a small restroom with child height fixtures is located
off of this space. The fixtures and finishes within this
restroom are all in good condition; the restroom appears to
be infrequently used.
Manager Office

Fire alarm and security panels at manager office.

A small office adjoining the program pool is used by the
facility managers for a multitude of functions. The space’s
finishes are in acceptable condition overall; vinyl composition
tile in fair condition is installed in this space. A large amount
of furniture and equipment is present in this space, leading
to a very high heat load; a portable air conditioner is
installed in the space to counteract this effect. Fire alarm
control panels and security system panels are installed in this
space.

Manager office. Note portable air conditioner installed to
offset high heat loads in space.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Main Pool
Main pool enclosure.

Raised concrete areas and picnic tables
surrounding pool deck.

As described earlier in this Assessment Report, the roof and
wall enclosure for the Main Pool is an insulated translucent
sandwich panel system. Moderate to severe degradation of
these fiberglass panels was observed, particularly at the
south side of the pool enclosure near the peak of the roof.
Exposed spiral ductwork surrounds the interior, roughly
corresponding to the perimeter of the pool. The concrete
bases of the glulam support beams and perimeter wall
appear to be in good condition and have been recently
repainted.
Due to the configuration of the fiberglass panel attachment
to the wall base, an internal “gutter” is created around the
enclosure. As this area is hard to reach in some areas and
subject to high humidity and condensation, mold and mildew
growth was observed in several locations along this
condition.
The concrete pool deck varies in condition throughout the
Main Pool enclosure, with particular degradation of concrete
observed near the deep end of the pool and diving boards.
Several raised concrete and brick paver areas with picnic
tables exist around the perimeter of the facility. Although
these raised areas are all in good condition, the presence of
steps affects safety and accessibility to these areas.

Mold and mildew growth observed at perimeter “gutter”
around pool enclosure.

Handrails at stairs are non-compliant with current codes;
beam and base in middle of stair without protection
represents a potential safety hazard.

Corners of the pool enclosures are finished in exposed brick
to match the building exterior; these brick areas are all in
good condition.
The main pool deck is accessed via stairs (or the previously
described vertical platform lift) from the lobby and corridor
area. Railings serving this area are not compliant with
current building codes. The presence of a glulam support
beam and base in the middle of the stair without any
protection also represents a potential hazard as it is possible
for a user to hit their head on the beam walking up the
stairs. A similar concern exists at the support beams
surrounding the facility at each of the raised concrete areas
with picnic tables, but is more pronounced at the stair
location due to increased pedestrian activity here.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Main Pool (continued)

No exterior exits exist at the level of the pool deck; coderequired areas of rescue assistance that would normally
be required in this situation are not provided.

Of particular concern in the Main Pool area is that no exits
are available directly to the exterior from the level of the
pool deck; all exits require ascending stairs to the level of
exit discharge. Current codes would require a fire-rated
area of rescue assistance in the area of the exit to ensure
that a disabled individual would be safe until able to be
rescued by emergency personnel in the event of an
emergency.
Snack Bar

Fountain beverage dispenser and cash register
at Snack Bar.

A snack bar is located in the southeast corner of the Main
Pool. Flooring in this area is 2x2 ceramic mosaic tile similar
to that installed at the lobby. Tile is in acceptable condition.
Wall and ceiling finishes are painted in semi-gloss paint as is
typically required by health authorities having jurisdiction,
and are in good condition. Solid surface countertops on
plastic laminate countertops are provided as transaction and
preparation areas; these are in acceptable condition.
Separate service and hand sinks are provided, as is typically
required for preparation areas by health authorities having
jurisdiction. A portable fire extinguisher is provided within
the employee work area of the Snack Bar.
A large electrical panel is mounted on the wall within close
proximity of the hand and service sinks and water heater;
this could be of concern in the event of a plumbing
malfunction.

Fountain beverage dispenser and cash register
at Snack Bar. Note electrical panel adjacent to sinks and
water heater.
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Deterioration and spalling of concrete is evident at stairs
to lower level equipment room.

Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Main Pool Equipment Room
The equipment room for the Main Pool is located
underneath the sauna and locker room area, accessed via
stairway from the locker room corridor. The concrete stairs
are deteriorating in several areas, and are not constructed
to the tread depth and riser height requirements of current
codes.

Corrosion of metal deck, floor joists, and metal hangers is
pronounced above the equipment room.

Chemicals are currently stored in the equipment room
without any separation from other equipment as required
by current codes.

The Main Pool Equipment Room houses all of the
mechanical equipment for the Main Pool and Wading Pool as
well as the main electrical service and distribution panels for
the majority of the building. Of extreme concern is the
storage of pool chemicals in this space without any isolation
from other spaces or protection of structure. This chemical
exposure has led to severe structural corrosion of the floor
structure above the room (as previously referenced),
deterioration of concrete masonry unit walls surrounding
the chemical containers, and corrosion of several pipe
supports and hangers. Pool chemicals are required by
current codes to be stored in a separate room with
adequate fire rated separations between the chemical room
and adjoining spaces. If acid and chlorine are used, these
chemicals must be stored in separate contained areas to
prevent mixing of chemicals.
Since the only access to the space is via stairway, chemical
containers must currently be delivered by hand truck down
the stairs into the space, or smaller chemical containers
must be carried down the stairs and emptied into the larger
containers.
Several sections of piping are now supported solely by
treated 4x4 wood posts that have been cut to support the
piping.

Some piping hangers have completely corroded away;
wood posts have been installed to support piping runs at
several locations.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Program Pool

View of Program Pool looking west.

As with other areas of the facility, the main wall assembly is
an insulated translucent fiberglass sandwich panel. At the
Program Pool, the panels are in acceptable condition. Areas
below the wall panels are exposed concrete masonry units,
which appear to be in good condition and appear to have
been recently painted.
Concrete pool deck at this area is mostly in good condition,
with few cracks observed and adequate slope to deck drains,
which are provided around the entire pool.

Moderate corrosion was observed at light fixtures above
the pool.

Solid plastic enclosure for exhaust/evacuator system at
north wall of pool.

Exposed painted acoustical roof deck serves as the ceiling
surface. As previously mentioned in the Chapter 2 –
Program Pool Structure section of this Assessment Report,
moderate to severe pitting was observed on most of the
open web steel joist members spanning the pool enclosure.
The exposed structure appears to have been recently
painted, which appears to be inhibiting further pitting and
corrosion of structural steel. Light fixtures in the Program
Pool are 2x4 lensed fluorescent fixtures with stainless steel
housings. These fixtures have moderately corroded
housings. Additionally, the fixture placement above water
makes lamp changing particularly difficult.
At the north side of the pool, an exhaust/evacuator system
has been installed to address chloramine odors under
conditions of high bather loads. The intake grilles and
ductwork for this system are enclosed in a solid plastic wall
and shelf system that also serves as a bench for pool users.
This enclosure is newer and in good condition.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
Program Pool Equipment Room

Program Pool equipment room access stair at exterior on
north side of building.

Program Pool equipment room piping and electrical
disconnects on south wall.

The equipment room for the Program Pool is located below
grade immediately north of the Program Pool enclosure.
Access is via a concrete stairway on the exterior of the
building.
The Program Pool Equipment Room houses all of the
mechanical equipment for the Program Pool as well as
electrical disconnects for the powered equipment. As with
the Main Pool equipment room, of extreme concern is the
storage of pool chemicals in this space without any isolation
from other spaces or protection of structure. This chemical
exposure has led to deterioration of concrete masonry unit
walls surrounding the chemical controllers. Pool chemicals
are required by current codes to be stored in separate
rooms with adequate fire rated separations between the
chemical room and adjoining spaces. If acid and chlorine are
used, these chemicals must be stored in separate contained
areas to prevent mixing of chemicals.
Wall, ceiling, and floor surfaces are exposed concrete and/or
concrete masonry units and are in acceptable condition, with
the exception of concrete masonry units below chemical
controllers on the south wall of the equipment room.
Since the only access to the space is via stairway, chemical
containers must currently be delivered by hand truck down
the stairs into the space, or smaller chemical containers
must be carried down the stairs and emptied into the larger
containers.

Deterioration of concrete masonry units due to chemical
exposure at south wall of equipment room below
chemical controllers.
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Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
SplashDown - Stairs
Severe corrosion of steel pan risers is visible at base of
stairs. Note plastic grate mats placed to enhance slip
resistance and appearance.

Typical flight of stairs indicating average level of corrosion
encountered.

The two flume slides of the SplashDown portion of the
facility are accessed by concrete-filled steel pan stairs leading
from the entrance level of the slide tower enclosure to the
flume entrances. These steel stairs and their support
structures are in varying condition and exhibit moderate to
severe corrosion at several locations. Major repairs were
completed at these stairs and their supporting structure
within the past five years to address more serious corrosion.
It appears that the majority of the corrosion now visible is
surface in nature and therefore does not affect the structural
integrity of the stair structure.
Plastic grates have been placed at the base of the stairs to
increase slip resistance and improve appearance of the floor
surface. Some stair landings show signs of ponding water.
A series of railings and chain link fencing serve to enclose
the stairways from the slide pump equipment located at the
base of the tower.

Ponding water at stair landings was observed in several
locations.
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Slide entrances at top of stair tower.

Chapter 3 –
Building Interior (continued)
SplashDown – Walls, Floors, and Other Elements
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the translucent
fiberglass sandwich panels at the SplashDown enclosure are
severely degraded. The interior faces of the panels are
moderately to severely yellowed and cracked, indicative of
considerable UV degradation. Holes through the panels
were observed at three locations.

Severely degraded fiberglass sandwich panels at stair
tower interior. Severe crazing/cracking and, in some
cases, holes through the panels were observed.

View looking down from top of slide tower showing
fiberglass sandwich panels in varying conditions and
chain link fence enclosure.

Floors are broom finished concrete at the stairs, top of slide
tower, and hallway leading from the Program Pool to the
slide tower stairs. Although the concrete appears to be in
acceptable condition, the presence of anti-slip mats at the
base of the stair tower indicates that the concrete finish may
not have adequate slip resistance. During our visit, the slides
were not in operation; thus, we were unable to observe this
area under conditions of water exposure.
The SplashDown slide tower is accessed via a connecting
corridor from the Main Pool that also serves as one of the
means of egress for the Main Pool. This area is generally in
acceptable condition, although the presence of anti-slip mats
indicates that the concrete finish may not have adequate slip
resistance. One of the floor drains at this area also appears
to be completely blocked; this may be contributing to any
slippery conditions encountered. As noted above, the slides
were not in operation during our visit; thus, we were unable
to observe this area under conditions of water exposure.

Corridor leading from Main Pool to SplashDown slide
tower. Note presence of anti-slip mats at concrete floor.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics
The following are observations and discussions regarding the
condition and function of the pool structure and pool
equipment. Reference to violations per the State of
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene should
not be construed as grounds for pool closure
Observations - Main Pool / Splashdown Pool

Guard chair anchors into stone hand-hold are a potential
hazard to pool users.

1. The decks do not incorporate deck drains. The
decks do slope to the pool gutter. However, the
deck at the deep end of the pool is 16’-10” wide and
sheeting water over that distance does not meet
industry standards.
This is a violation of State of
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene,
section 10.17.01.22 A (4) - The deck has drainage to
deck drains or other points of disposal.
2. The deck is not continuous at the flume slides. This
is a violation of State of Maryland Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene, section 10.17.01.22 A (1) (a) The deck completely surrounds the pool. (b) The deck
is continuous with a minimum unobstructed width of 4
feet and an average width of 6 feet.

Gutter grate spacing in excess of ½”.

3. There are no depth markers on the pool walls or on
the enclosure walls. This is a violation of the
ANSI/NSPI American National Standard for Public
Swimming Pools section 18.3.1. - Depth of water in feet
shall be plainly and conspicuously marked on the vertical
pool wall at or above the waterline. The State of
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
incorporates the American National Standard for Public
Swimming Pools in their code.
4. The guard chair front legs are anchored into the
gutter stone hand-hold. The base plates have sharp
corners/edges and are a potential hazard.
5. There are areas in the gutter grating where the
opening is greater than ½”, which exceeds industry
standards, and some areas where the gutter grating
is cracked. Both conditions are a potential hazard to
patrons.

Gutter grate spacing in excess of ½”.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics (continued)
Observations –
Main Pool / Splashdown Pool (continued)
6. At the step entry the stone handhold is a tripping
hazard. Additionally, the deck slopes to this area
and has no drainage, creating puddles.
Both
conditions are a hazard to patrons.
7. It appears that one of the slide pumps has a cracked
flange fitting on the discharge side of the pump,
which is leaking.
8. Staff indicated that the pool is not losing any water.
9. The pool was filled and in operation during the time
of the site visit. A visual inspection of the pool
structure and finish could not be made.

Stone handhold at step entry is a tripping hazard.

10. Some cracks were observed inside the gutter
trough. Additionally some cracking of the gutter
trough has occurred where the gutter grating
anchors were installed.
11. Although the design likely met code requirements
in place at the time of construction, it is uncertain
whether the slide plunge area has the required
turnover by current Maryland Department of Health
and Mental Hygeine code requirements and by
current industry standards.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics (continued)
Observations - Wading Pool
1. Per staff, the wading pool structure is deteriorating.
Tiles have popped exposing deteriorated concrete.
When the pool is emptied for maintenance, it is
recommended that concrete core samples be taken
to assess the condition of the wading pool structure.
2. The pool deck is not continuous around is not
continuous around the wading pool. There is no
deck at the barrier separating the wading pool and
the main pool. This is a violation of State of Maryland
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, section
10.17.01.22 A (1) (a) - The deck completely surrounds
the pool. (b) The deck is continuous with a minimum
unobstructed width of 4 feet and an average width of 6
feet.
3. The decks do not incorporate deck drains. The
decks do slope to the pool gutter. There are some
low points in the decks that do not sheet to the
gutters which allow ponding of water.
4.

Wading pool; 4 foot wide continuous deck is not provided
around the entire pool.

The deck depth marker spacing exceeds 25’-0”.
This is a violation of the ANSI/NSPI American National
Standard for Public Swimming Pools section 18.3.4. Depth markers shall be installed at intermediate
increments of water depth not to exceed 2 feet. Depth
marker shall be spaced not to exceed 25 feet intervals.
The State of Maryland Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene incorporates the American National
Standard for Public Swimming Pools in their code.

5. There are no depth markers on the pool walls or on
the enclosure walls. This is a violation of the
ANSI/NSPI American National Standard for Public
Swimming Pools section 18.3.1. - Depth of water in feet
shall be plainly and conspicuously marked on the vertical
pool wall at or above the waterline. The State of
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
incorporate the American National Standard for Public
Swimming Pools in their code.
6. The wading pool gutter grating has large gaps, up to
1”. This condition is a hazard to patrons.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics (continued)
Observations - Main Pool & SplashDown Mechanical
1. The main pool utilizes a Filtrex Regenerative DE
filter. The filter does not incorporate a vacuum
transfer system for filling the filter with
diamtomaceous earth filter media, which would
decrease maintenance and improve safety by
minimizing staff handling of DE filter media.
Open chemical containers adjacent to one another are a
serious safety concern.

2. The filter has a maximum design flow of 650 GPM, a
Pentair CMK75 circulation pump, liquid chlorine for
disinfection and CO2 for pH control.
3. There is no air gap on the filter backwash line.
4. The pool piping is a mix of schedule 40 and schedule
80 piping.
5. The fill line is hard-piped into the main pool supply
piping.
6. Location of the chemical storage is attacking the
mechanical room equipment and structures.

Deteriorated DE capture bags in backwash pit.

7. There is no containment for the chlorine and pH
balancing chemicals. The chemicals are located next
to each other. This is a potential hazard if a spill
would occur and the chemicals would come into
contact.
8. The DE capture bags in the backwash pit are
deteriorated and not functioning.
9. The pool piping is very poorly supported. Some
piping is supported with hangers attached to other
pipes.
10. The pool heater has been recently replaced.

Piping supported by other pipes.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics (continued)
Observations - Wading Pool Mechanical
1. The wading pool utilizes two Pentair TR100C filters,
maximum design flow of 74 GPM per filter, a StaRite CHH3-137 circulation pump, liquid chlorine for
disinfection and CO2 for pH control.
2. The fill line is hard-piped into the main pool supply
piping.
3. There is no air gap on the filter backwash line.
4. There is no containment for the chlorine and pH
balancing chemicals. The chemicals are located next
to each other. This is a potential hazard if a spill
would occur and the chemicals would come into
contact.
5. The pool has a newer Jandy heater, upgraded in
2008.
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Chapter 4 – Aquatics (continued)
Observations - Program Pool
1. The Program pool utilizes three Pentair TR140C
filters, maximum design flow of 106 GPM per filter,
Sphagnum Moss filtration, UV disinfection, a Pentair
CMK75 circulation pump, liquid chlorine for
disinfection
and
CO2
for
pH
control.
2. Staff indicated that the program pool gets cloudy
when the patron load is higher.
3. It appears that the floor inlet spacing exceeds 20’-0”,
which is the current maximum per industry
standards. (This spacing was allowed under codes at
the time of the Program Pool’s construction)
4. There is no containment for the chlorine and pH
balancing chemicals. The chemicals are located next
to each other. This is a potential hazard if a spill
would occur and the chemicals would come into
contact.

Open chemical containers adjacent to one another are a
serious safety concern.

4. The pool flow rate was observed to be running at
210 GPM. Based on this flow, and our calculated
pool volume, the turnover of the pool is just over 6
hours. This is a violation of the current ANSI/NSPI
American National Standard for Public Swimming Pools,
Table 5 – Turnover: The turnover rate shall be 1-1/2
times average depth in feet to equal hours of turnover
required to a maximum of 6 hours. The State of
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
incorporates the American National Standard for Public
Swimming Pools in their code. (Turnover rates may be
increased by increasing flow rate, which can be
accomplished by replacing the pool pumps with
larger capacity models. Also, further scoping and
investigation of existing piping would be required to
determine whether the piping can sustain increased
flow rates. If existing piping is determined to be
structurally capable of sustaining increased flow
rates and flow rate can be increased via larger
pumps, water quality will improve as a result.
Installing larger pumps with variable frequency drives
would also improve energy efficiency.
5. The pool has a new Lochnivar heater.
6. The mechanical equipment is in good condition.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
Overview
Mechanical
The existing systems are in good to fair condition. The
newer pool dehumidification unit (PDU-2) equipment
serving the Program Pool installed in 2009 is in good
condition and the Main Pool dehumidification unit (PDU-1)
unit installed in 2009 is in relatively good condition.
However, due to the relatively short life span of these units,
both will require replacement within ten years. The rooftop
HVAC equipment serving the nursery and locker rooms and
SplashDown will require replacement within the next two
years. There are numerous small exhaust fans throughout
the facility which were installed in 2002. These have roughly
eight (8) to ten (10) years of remaining service life left;
however, some may need to be replaced sooner due to
their number of operation hours and exposure to the
outdoors.
Plumbing
The existing plumbing fixtures are a mixture of different
manufacturers and appear to have been upgraded with water
saving type fixtures as they have been replaced. The flush
valves and porcelain fixtures should be replaced when the
locker room and toilet room spaces are renovated in the
next five (5) years. The domestic hot water heater and
storage tank should be replaced within the next five (5)
years and should be separated from the chemical/filter
rooms. The gas service to the facility currently feeds the
adjacent Slayton House. This service should be separated
and re-located outside to the exterior of the building, with a
new gas service provided to Slayton House.
Electrical
The electric service should be replaced within the next five
(5) years, and the electric service equipment should be
separated from the pool filter/chemical room to avoid
damage from pool chemical exposure. As with the gas
service, the building electrical service currently feeds the
adjacent Slayton House. The electric service should be
upgraded to 1,000 amps if there is a planned future
expansion, which would require reconfiguration of the
electrical room to have two separate means of egress. The
pool grounding system should be checked to make sure all
electrical and pool equipment is properly grounded and
bonded back to the Building Grounding Electrode System
(BGES) as required by code.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Mechanical Systems
The mechanical HVAC systems are primarily packaged roofmounted or grade-mounted equipment. The units have builtin electric direct-expansion (DX) refrigeration systems for
cooling and dehumidification and indirect-fired natural gas
furnaces for heating. The rooftop units that serve the
nursery (RTU-3) and the locker rooms (RTU-4) are in need
of replacement within the next one to two years. The grademounted unit that serves the SplashDown tower (RTU-5) is
also in need of replacement within two years.
The pool dehumidification unit serving the main swim center
(PDU-1) was installed in 2009 and has an estimated five
years of life before needing replacement. The pool
dehumidification unit serving the Program Pool (PDU-2) has
also been installed recently (2009) and has slightly less than
ten years of remaining service life.
Natural gas piping runs to each unit from the main service in
the basement. The existing gas service arrangement also
serves the adjacent Slayton House. We recommend relocating the gas service to the exterior of the building. This
will increase space in the existing mechanical room and allow
the adjacent property owner to manage their own gas
service. Although it is not a code violation if the regulators
are vented separately outdoors, gas service regulators are
not recommended in spaces with electric panels and gasfired appliances. The basement has gas fired hot water
heaters (Jandy, 250 MBH and Lochinvar Aqua, 500 MBH) as
well as pool water heater (Laars Neo-Therm, 400 MBH).
The exhaust vents are run to the roof level as required by
code. However, the clearance for service access and
combustion air intake for all the units does not meet current
code. We recommend that the heaters be replaced at the
end of their useful life (approx. 2020) with direct PVC
venting as currently exists on two of the heaters. This will
eliminate expensive stainless steel vent piping and can be
sidewall vented. The presence of pool chemicals in close
proximity to the combustion air intake for the gas-fired
equipment reduces the life of the equipment by roughly onehalf; separating the pool chemicals as described in previous
sections of this Assessment will eliminate this issue when the
equipment is replaced.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Mechanical Systems (continued)
Gas-Fired Pool Water Heating Systems
The existing main pool is heated using one (1) Lochinvar
Aqua 500 MBH input boiler. This boiler operates in the
same fashion as a domestic hot water heater, but is designed
to operate at lower temperatures. The boiler is a high
efficiency condensing unit which is piped into the pool water
return line feeding the pool. The boiler has a dedicated
circulation pump which ensures that correct water flow is
maintained through the boiler, preventing it from
overheating. The temperature sensor is on the pool water
return line; the boiler modulates its output to maintain pool
water return temperature. The unit operates continually as
the pool needs heat from evaporation, make-up water and
ground transmission losses through the concrete pool into
the earth. The existing pool does not have a cover, and the
pool water pump also circulates continuously to maintain
turnover and chemical balance. Therefore, the pool heater
must be on at all times to make up the ongoing heat losses.
Pool heating for the Program Pool is accomplished via a
Jandy Pool Heater with 250 MBH input capacity. It functions
in the same manner as the Main Pool.
Terminal Heating Units
Facility heating is based on gas-fired forced-air furnaces
within packaged rooftop units. Each unit heats a portion of
the building and mix the return air back to the unit. There is
one thermostat per rooftop HVAC unit, which offers limited
control; however, no temperature control issues were
identified by the Owner or noted by our assessment
process. There are no terminal heating units installed at the
present time. If additional temperature control within any
given space would be desired at some point in the future, an
electric duct heater or electric unit type or wall type heater
could be added to supplement the existing system.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Mechanical Systems (continued)
Natural Gas Piping
The building has a Baltimore Gas and Electric natural gas
service in the basement of the swim center main building. As
previously discussed, this service serves the Slayton House
as well as the Swim Center. There are two regulators which
meter the gas at the desired pressure to each of the two (2)
properties. As previously discussed, we recommend
removing the gas service from this location to the exterior
of the building, which will free up space in the mechanical
equipment room (MER).
Split System Air-Conditioning Units
There appears to be a split system unit serving an area of
the building, but our team was not able to identify what area
this unit serves.
Miscellaneous Equipment
Chloramine extractor/evacuator system at Program Pool.

There are many small exhaust fans serving the toilet rooms,
the locker areas, the natatorium spaces, and many other
small systems around the building.
The Program Pool has a custom-built extractor installed for
exhaust of chloramine odors on the one side of the pool,
but there is no air directed from the other side of the pool
to push the chloramine “bubble” up over the deck on the
side where the extractor is installed. The evacuator system
operates by pushing the chloramine “bubble” against the
exhaust grilles, allowing the vents to capture the air and
exhaust it. As currently installed, the evacuator does not
have the ability to force the chloramines (which are heavier
than air) into the grille. A fan system installed on the
opposite side of the pool from the evacuator directed
toward the evacuator would help force chloramines into the
grille and therefore improve the operation of the system.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Plumbing Systems
Domestic Water System
The domestic water service is a 3-inch incoming line. This is
much larger than is required for the plumbing system, but is
necessary to fill the pools quickly. The plumbing service is
also used for a limited area sprinkler system for the
mechanical and electrical rooms. There is a flow and tamper
switch connected to the existing fire alarm system as
required per local code. We observed some galvanized
piping and fittings in the mechanical room serving the main
pool; any galvanized pipe sections should be changed out as
soon as possible. We believe most of the existing supply
piping is copper, however, this could not be confirmed as
the piping is mostly insulated. The domestic cold water
serves the kitchenettes, water coolers, water closets,
urinals, lavatories, showers, domestic hot water system; the
pool fill systems and the limited area sprinkler system.
Domestic Hot Water System

Domestic hot water heating system.

The domestic hot water system consists of a domestic hot
water boiler and a tank. The Laars boiler system is National
Sanitation Foundation (NSF) rated for domestic water use.
The system has in input capacity of 400 MBH and is a
condensing type boiler. The boiler appears to be in fair
condition, but has signs of corrosion due to its close
proximity to pool chemical storage. When chloramines or
acid vapor migrates into the intake of the boiler combustion
air system, the burner and heat exchanger materials are
quickly destroyed - thereby reducing the life of the
equipment by roughly half or more depending on the
exposure. (We understand that carbon dioxide is currently
used to control pH). Current codes require separation of
the pool filter/chemical storage areas from the mechanical
and electrical equipment in the space.
The domestic hot water heating system capacity appears to
be adequate for the uses encountered in the facility; we
were not advised of any complaints or issues regarding hot
water at showers.
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Mechanical and Electrical Systems
Plumbing Systems (continued)
Storm Piping and Roof Drains
Storm drainage piping installed within the facility includes
roof drains and secondary scuppers on the roof. The drains
are original to the building and are operating as intended.
The storm drainage piping is cast iron, which should last the
life of the facility under normal conditions.
We recommend that a video camera be used to verify the
condition of the piping - especially underground piping before any future alterations or additions involving
connections to this piping are undertaken.
Fixtures

Newer bi-level water cooler with bottle filler in corridor.

Most of the existing plumbing fixtures in the Main Locker
Rooms and North Family Locker Room were installed
around 1991. Low water use fixtures and flush valves did not
exist at this time. Since that time, fixtures have been
replaced as they have failed. Therefore, there is a mix of
fixtures in the building. Future renovations to these areas
will trigger a requirement to replace these fixtures with new
water-saving fixtures. The required supply pipe size for flush
valves for low water use fixtures is 1 ¼-inch under current
codes. Where this size pipe does not exist in the existing
building, we recommend replacing the existing piping with
this minimum size. In addition, we recommend an available
water pressure of at least 30 psi at the inlet of the flush valve
with water flowing. The water residual pressure and flow at
the street needs to be verified prior to any renovations to
these areas involving plumbing piping and fixtures. We
assume there is adequate water pressure at the building
since there is no booster pump in the system. Likewise, we
assume there is no excess pressure in the steel (above 80
psi) since there is no existing pressure reducing station at
the main water service.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Plumbing Systems (continued)
Gas System
Natural gas piping is delivered to the rooftop HVAC units
and to the other gas-fired heating appliances in the basement
MER (mechanical equipment room) using threaded black
steel piping. The pressure is not marked on the piping but
we believe it is 2 psi up to the outdoor units and low
pressure to the indoor heating appliances. If and when the
gas service is relocated to the exterior of the facility, we
recommend painting the piping yellow and labeling the piping
to indicate its delivery (supply) pressure. We also
recommend adding gauges to indicate supply pressures.
The existing gas load is as follows:
The total swim center building load is approx. 3,000 MBH.










Domestic Hot Water Heating: 400 MBH
Main Pool Heater: 500 MBH
Program Pool Heater: 250 MBH
PDU-1 Main Pool Unit: 810 MBH
PDU-2 Program Pool Unit: 405 MBH
RTU-2 (Lobby): 100 MBH
RTU-3 (Nursery): 125 MBH
RTU-4 (Locker Rooms): 150 MBH
RTU-5 (Splash Down): 250 MBH

Fire Protection System
The fire protection system for the facility consists of a zoned
fire alarm system and a limited area sprinkler system. The
fire alarm system is designed to meet code minimum smoke
detection and alarm requirements. The systems is comprised
of pull stations at exit doors and smoke detectors at storage
rooms, mechanical equipment rooms, and in the HVAC unit
return ductwork, as well as flow switches and tamper
switches for the limited area sprinkler system. Fire alarm
annunciation is displayed at the main entrance to the facility.
Horn strobes are wall-mounted and are located throughout
the facility. Our Assessment team was unable to verify
whether the horns are audible at the loudness levels or the
strobes unobstructed from view as required per code.
However, since the facility is inspected annually for proper
alarm operation, we believe they are in compliance with
current requirements. The fire alarm system should be
replaced when spare parts and/or service becomes
unavailable for the existing system.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Electric Service
The main distribution system is fed from the local utility
from a pad mounted transformer located in the yard near
the Main Pool dehumidification unit. The transformer is
owned by Baltimore Gas and Electric (BG&E) and the
secondary duct bank is long and is far from the point of
connection on the opposite side of the facility. When a
secondary duct bank is longer than 35 feet (as is currently
the case), the cables and conduit are typically owned by the
customer. In this case the customer must follow the
National Electric Code (NEC) for sizing and voltage drop.
The cables must be de-rated depending on the duct bank
arrangement.
The facility has an 800 amp service, which is adequate for
current uses and loads. The original drawings provided to
our Assessment team indicate that the utility transformer
provides power to three buildings; the Swim Center
Building, the Hall Building and the Slayton House. The Swim
Center is protected using an 800 Amp service rated switch;
the Hall Building with a 300 Amp disconnect switch, and the
Slayton House with a 50 Amp disconnect switch.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Electric Service (continued)
The electrical systems and loads installed in the adjacent
buildings were not evaluated as part of this Assessment. The
Swim Center Building has an 800 Amp Main Distribution
Panel (MDP). This panel feeds a 350 Amp Sub-Panel “DP”
and
numerous
other
loads
as
follows:
1) 175 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase CB which serves a 112.5
kVA Xfmr (transformer) which serves 350 Amp MCB,
120/208V, 3-Phase Panel “DP” installed in 2002.
2) 100 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase CB which serves 75 kVA
Xfmr which serves a trough and 200 Amp, 120/208V, 3Phase Panel “PP” installed in 1973, and 30 Amp,
120/208V, 3-Phase DS which serves the Main Pool Pump
installed in 1973.
3) 30 Amp, 277 V, 1-Phase CB which serves the plaza lights
installed in 1991.
4) 100 AMP, 480V, 3-Phase CB which serves the existing
RTU’s installed in 1991.
5) 90 AMP, 480V, 3_phase CB which serves the existing
SplashDown Tube #2 Pump installed in 1991.
6) 90 AMP, 480V, 3_phase CB which serves the existing
SplashDown Tube #1 Pump installed in 1991.
7) 40 Amp, 480V, 3-Phase CB which serves the Program
Pool Pump installed in 2002.
8) 150 Amp, 3-Phase CB which serves the Main Pool
Dehumidification Unit (PDU-1) installed in 2002.
9) 200 Amp, 3-Phase CB which serves the existing
Dehumidification Panel “J” installed in 1991.
The low-voltage Distribution Panel “DP” serves the
following loads:
1) 150 Amp, 3-Phase CB which serves existing Panel “A1”
installed in 2002.
2) 225 Amp, 3-Phase CB which serves existing Panels “B1”,
and “C1” (Pool Lights) and “GH” (Concession) installed
in 2002.
3) 200 Amp, 3-Phase CB which serves existing Panel “H”
installed in 1991.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Electric Service (continued)
The existing system has been upgraded twice since the
facility was first constructed. As previously discussed, we
recommend that the electric service be modified to remove
the Slayton House from the distribution system. This will
free up some space in the existing electric cabinet. We also
recommend that the electric room be separated from the
mechanical/electrical room and the Pool Filter/Chemical
Storage area. The existing chemicals have caused premature
general corrosion of the panel boards which has reduced the
remaining service life of the equipment.
A new electrical service and distribution system for the
facility would consist of a switchboard with built in meter
cabinet, power monitoring and distribution. This will require
major renovation of the existing electrical room, requiring
closure of the facility while the work is completed.
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Chapter 5 –
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Panel Boards
There are several panels in the building, as follows:
 MDP, 800 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase, 4-W, installed in
2002.
 DP, 400 Amp MCB, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4-W,
installed in 2002.
 Panel “PP”, 225 Amp MLO, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4-W,
installed in 1973.
 Panel “J”, 225 Amp MLO, 277/480V, 3-Phase, 4-W,
installed in 1991.
 Panel “A1”, 150 Amp MCB, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4W, installed in 2002.
 Panel “B1”, 225 Amp MCB, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4-W,
installed in 2002.
 Panel “C1”, 225 Amp MLO, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4W, installed in 2002.
 Panel “GH”, 100 Amp MLO, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4W, installed in 2002.
 Panel “H”, 225 Amp MLO, 120/208V, 3-Phase, 4-W,
installed in 1991.
Circuit Breakers
There are two (2) spare 100 Amp frame spaces for circuit
breakers in the existing 277/480V, 3-Phase distribution panel
“MDP”. There are some existing unused 20 amp circuit
breakers in the existing panel, but 20% extra capacity that is
ideal for system flexibility is not present. In addition, the
existing panel and circuit breakers are in fair condition.
When the electric service and distribution system is
replaced per the recommendations included within this
Assessment, we suggest consideration of a larger service size
offering additional capacity for future expansion.
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Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Safety Switches
The main power distribution system is in the Swim Center
basement equipment room. As previously discussed, the
electric gear is in a separate area from the
mechanical/plumbing and pool filter equipment area, but it is
in the same space. There are several fused and enclosed
circuit breaker type safety switches. These switches protect
the feeder wiring serving the following equipment:
















200 Amp, 120/208V, 3-Phase DS for the Panel “PP”
installed in 1973.
30 Amp, 208V, 3-Phase DS for the Existing Main Pool
Pump installed in 1973.
90 Amp, 480V, 3-Phase DS for the existing SplashDown
Tube #1 Pump installed in 1991.
90 Amp, 480V, 3-Phase DS for the existing SplashDown
Tube #2 Pump installed in 1991.
200 Amp, 120/208V, 3-Phase DS for the existing Panel
“H” installed in 1991.
300 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS (service rated) for
serving the “Hall” with underground feeder installed in
1973.
50 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS (service rated) for
serving the “Slayton House” with underground feeder
installed in 1973.
150 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS for DHU-1 serving the
Main Pool Dehumidification Unit installed in 2002.
50 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS for DHU-2 serving the
Program Pool Dehumidification Unit installed in 2009.
45 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS for RTU (Lobby)
installed in 2009.
20 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS for RTU (Nursery)
installed in 1991.
25 Amp, 277/480V, 3Phase DS for RTU (Locker Rooms)
installed in 1991.
25 Amp, 277/480V, 3-Phase DS for RTU (Splash Down)
installed in 1991.
20 Amp, 3-Phase DS for EF-X (Misc Locations) installed
in 1991 and 2002.
20 Amp, 1-Phase DS for Misc Equipment installed in
1991 and 2002.
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Mechanical and Electrical Systems
(continued)
Electrical Systems (continued)
Raceway
Wiring appears to be a mixture of numerous types. The
service wiring appears to be aluminum with THWN
(thermoplastic heat- and water-resistant nylon-coated)
insulation; the wiring in the natatoriums appears to in be
EMT (electrical metallic tubing) conduit with individual
circuits. The number of circuits pulled in each conduit is
unknown; however, we believe there are no more than
three circuits in a single conduit as recommended by code.
Information on the 2002 renovation drawings indicates the
wire size, quantity, ground size and conduit size for each
feeder from the MDP. The wiring appears to be THHN
(thermoplastic heat-resistant nylon-coated) insulation. The
actual size of each feeder, load and voltage drop has not
been determined as part of this Assessment; this should be
done if the load on any feeder is changed to ensure the
circuit is not overloaded and the voltage drop does not
exceed 3% from the MDP to the final load. All conduits in
the natatorium should be water tight and the outlet covers
must be UL wet-listed as required per NEC 2011; the
existing installation appears to meet these requirements.
Some MC (metal-clad) cable connected to receptacles and
lighting fixtures was observed in the “dry” spaces of the
facility. These cables are not allowed by code to be installed
in inaccessible wall and ceiling construction. They appear to
be installed correctly, but there is no way to be sure a code
violation does not exist in some portion of the building. The
feeders and circuits are shown on the drawings with proper
grounding. Some of the older circuits installed prior to 2002
may not have separate ground wires. This is not a code
violation as long as the conduit is conductive and bonded as
the ground path. We recommend all such feeders or circuits
be replaced with new circuits during any future renovations.
Wire
Any new wiring for the facility should be either THWN or
THHN. THWN wiring is designed for wet locations. Wiring
in the natatoriums should have THWN insulation. Any
wiring circuits within 15 feet of the edge of the pool should
terminate in an outlet box at least 18-inches above the pool
deck. All circuits must have a separate ground conductor.
Wiring Devices
Electrical wiring devices appear to be specification grade
switches and receptacles. Small wiring connectors and other
wiring devices appear to be typical for a commercial building.
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(continued)
Lighting System
The lighting system was mostly upgraded in 2002. The
lighting installed at that time was fluorescent T-8 technology.
This technology offered good energy savings (12-15%
decrease in energy consumption) with a small incremental
cost increase. Most lighting systems at the time offered a 3-4
year payback over the old T12 technology.

Existing fluorescent lighting in Main Pool.

Existing fluorescent lighting in Program Pool. Note
corroded stainless steel housing.

New LED fixtures were recently installed at the Nursery
space. We recommend that all future lighting replacement
within the facility occur with LED fixtures. Today’s LED
technology has several advantages over fluorescent
technology. The light fixtures will last 11-15 years depending
on the driver loading and the full output “on” time. Running
the LED fixtures at low levels with dimmers can significantly
increase the life of LED fixtures. LED fixtures use a digital
driver instead of analog ballast (like most fluorescent
fixtures). This digital system is inherently dimmable, and
unlike fluorescent fixtures does not require a special order
or special wiring. LED fixtures are controlled using line
voltage or low voltage (0-10 V) dimmers. The wiring is much
simpler than fluorescent fixtures and there are no ballasts to
be changed out.
LED fixtures are ideal for this facility since the Main Pool and
Program Pool areas are not too high for LED to be efficient
and provide adequate illumination at the water surface. They
can be provided in offices with dimmers, in the lobby and
reception with dimmers, in the natatorium with multi-stage
lighting or dimmers for normal or competition mode lighting
levels. They can also be selected with a controller to change
the light color output.
LED fixtures are excellent for parking lot or site lighting
since the lamps do not have to be replaced; these fixtures
will last at least 15 years. They can also be controlled to
provide lighting level control such as 50% and 100%
illumination. They can be turned down at a pre-set time
during the night to a lower level using a digital control
interface or simple timer system. Exterior LED lighting
systems can also be designed to revert to 100% illumination
level when the building security or fire alarm is triggered.
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Electrical Systems (continued)
Telephone Service

Fire alarm control panels in Manager Office.

The telephone service enters into the main pool basement
and terminates on “110” punch-down blocks. There is
sufficient
space
available
to
install
additional
telecommunication services if desired. These services should
be determined by the Owner, and the infrastructure to
support the technology can be installed as desired.
However, we do not recommend installation of any
telecommunications equipment in the Main Pool basement
until this area is separated from the pool chemical room as
recommended within this Assessment, as the chemical
exposure would damage the equipment.
For reference, a typical new building would have two 4-inch
conduits for phone service and two 4-inch conduits for cable
service provider. This allows for one active and one spare
conduit for each supplier. Ths is not absolutely necessary,
but recommended based on the need for flexibility with new
technologies.
Fire Alarm System
Please refer to the Fire Protection System section of this
chapter for a description of the building’s fire alarm system.
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Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges
CATEGORY I
IMMEDIATE: Items that are serious in nature and pose a threat to life safety of occupants, structural/operational integrity of the building and/or
pools, or both. Costs are expressed in January 2015 dollars.
ITEM #

REPORT PG.

DESCRIPTION

LOW COST RANGE

HIGH COST RANGE

$

30,000.00

$

37,500.00

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

**Chemical containment at Main Pool Equipment Room: Construct new chemical
containment closets with dedicated exhaust systems within Main Pool Equipment

2.01

28 Room.
Wall leaks at North Family Locker Room and Electrical Closet: Remove and replace tile
in shower and on adjacent wall. Repair leaks through wall to electrical closet. Remove

3.01

23 and replace precast terrazo shower base.
** Structural condition and chemical containment at Program Pool Equipment Room:
Remove chemical containers and construct new chemical storage rooms at grade level
on north side of facility. Repair damaged CMU walls. Coat exposed structure with high-

3.02

30 quality epoxy coating to protect against future damage.

$

35,000.00

$

42,500.00

4.01

35 Wading Pool: Core drill wading pool for structural evaluation.

$

2,500.00

$

4,000.00

4.02

36 eliminate current use of DE capture bags.

$

1,500.00

$

2,000.00

4.03

33 Main Pool: Replace cracked gutter grating and gaps in grating.

$

15,000.00

$

20,000.00

4.04

34 Wading Pool.

$

7,500.00

$

12,500.00

4.05

33 and Wading Pool.

$

500.00

$

750.00

$

2,500.00

$

3,500.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY I ITEMS: $

102,000.00

$

134,250.00

Main Pool Equipment Room: Provide new DE separation screen in backwash pit and

Main Pool and Wading Pool: Repair cracks inside gutter troughs on Main Pool and

Main Pool and Wading Pool: Provide depth markers on enclosure walls for Main Pool
Main Pool and Program Pool: Provide containment pallets for acid and chemical
storage. (Note: This is a less-preferred alternative to the construction of closets as
described above, and should be implemented immediately if it is not possible to

4.06

36 immediately construct closets as indicated above)

5.01

5.02

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges
CATEGORY II - ALL AREAS EXCEPT SPLASHDOWN
1-5 Years: Items that are necessary (or will become necessary within this timeframe) to ensure continued safe and code-compliant operation of the
facility. Costs are expressed in January 2015 dollars.
ITEM #

REPORT PG.

DESCRIPTION

LOW COST RANGE

HIGH COST RANGE

$

85,000.00

$

115,000.00

$

100,000.00

$

175,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

136,500.00

$

189,000.00

** Building Site: Remove and replace concrete retaining walls, accessible entrance ramp,

1.10

10 and railings at facility entrance.
**Structural condition at Main Pool Equipment Room: Repair and replace overhead
structure in accordance with structural engineering recommendations. Coat exposed

2.02

12 structure with high-quality epoxy coating to protect against future damage.

2.10

11 deteriorated concrete below nursery door.

Building Exterior: Repair damaged masonry and siding at north side of facility. Repair

** Building Exterior, Roofing: Replace approx. 10,500 sf roofing system at Program Pool
and Lobby/Locker Core with new fully adhered membrane roof. Cost includes new

2.11

15 energy code compliant insulation.

3.10

19 new Flotex hybrid carpet/vinyl tile.

$

2,000.00

$

2,500.00

3.11

20 Building Interior, Platform Lift: Replace rubber flooring.

$

200.00

$

250.00

3.12

22 faucets with new solid surface units.

$

4,000.00

$

5,500.00

3.13

24 material that is not hot to the touch.

$

2,000.00

$

2,500.00

3.14

25 such as luxury vinyl tile or natural linoleum)

$

2,500.00

$

3,250.00

Building Interior, Lobby: Remove and replace worn and stained carpet tile in lobby with

Building Interior, Locker Rooms: Remove and replace existing lavatory decks and

Building Interior, Sauna: Remove and replace fluted glass with insulating glass or other

Building Interior, Nursery: Remove and replace carpet. (Consider alternate material

** Building Interior, Main Pool: Remove and replace stair railings with new code
compliant aluminum railings. Provide means of protection such as padding or an

3.15

26 enclosure at the glulam beam and base at stairs.

$

9,000.00

$

12,000.00

3.16

28 Building Interior, Main Pool Equipment Room: Repair damaged concrete stairs.

$

4,000.00

$

6,000.00

3.17

29 fluorescent light fixtures with new LED fixtures.

$

20,000.00

$

25,000.00

Building Interior, Program Pool: Remove and replace corroded stainless steel

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges
Main Pool: Install vacuum transfer system on Main Pool Filtrex filter; price includes

4.10

36 filter re-build.

$

15,000.00

$

20,000.00

4.11

36 rusted supports.

$

15,000.00

$

25,000.00

5.10

48 **Electrical: Replace existing electrical service and building distribution system.

$

280,000.00

$

325,000.00

52 lighting.

$

35,000.00

$

45,000.00

5.12

42 **Plumbing: Relocate existing gas service to outdoor location.

$

37,500.00

$

45,000.00

5.13

40 Mechanical: Replace RTU-3 (Nursery)

$

40,000.00

$

47,500.00

5.14

40 Mechanical: Replace RTU-4 (Locker Room)

$

45,000.00

$

52,500.00

5.15

42 Program Pool: Improve evacuator operation.

$

47,500.00

$

55,000.00

SPLASHDOWN): $

895,200.00

$

1,171,000.00

$

145,000.00

$

190,000.00

$

45,000.00

$

60,000.00

$

12,000.00

$

15,000.00

Main Pool Equipment Room: Provide new pipe supports to replace missing and/or

Electrical: Replace existing lighting in lobby, corridors, and locker rooms with LED

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY II ITEMS (EXCLUDING

CATEGORY II - SPLASHDOWN
** SplashDown Building Exterior, Walls: Replace approx. 3,600 sf of
damaged/deteriorated fiberglass sandwich panel system and framing with new thermally

2.12

broken, energy code compliant panels and framing
Building Interior, SplashDown: Properly remove surface rust and prepare stair surfaces
(by shotblast, brush, or other approved means) for repainting with high-quality epoxy

3.18

coating.

Building Interior, SplashDown: Grind and re-surface existing concrete floors to improve

3.19

condition and slip resistance. Repair existing blocked floor drains.

4.12

damaged pump at base of slide tower.

$

750,000.00

$

1,100,000.00

5.10

Mechanical, SplashDown: Replace RTU-5.

$

47,500.00

$

55,000.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY II ITEMS (SPLASHDOWN): $

999,500.00

$

1,420,000.00

** Slides, SplashDown: Replace two water slides and support structures. Replace

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges

CATEGORY III
5-10 Years: Items that are recommended to plan and budget for to ensure continued safe and code-compliant operation of the facility over the next
ten years. Costs are expressed in January 2015 dollars.
ITEM #

1.20

1.21

REPORT PG.

DESCRIPTION

9 Building Site: Remove and replace post-mounted light fixtures near building entrance.

10 ** Building Site: Remove and replace main concrete ramp to facility entrance.

LOW COST RANGE

HIGH COST RANGE

$

16,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

50,000.00

$

65,000.00

$

640,000.00

$

1,040,000.00

** Building Exterior, Main Pool: Replace approx. 16,000 sf of damaged/deteriorated
fiberglass sandwich panel system and framing with new thermally broken, energy code

2.20

13 compliant panels and framing.

2.21

15 pool; provide new finish coat at all areas.

$

20,000.00

$

30,000.00

3.20

20 Building Interior, Lobby: Remove and replace existing platform lift.

$

35,000.00

$

45,000.00

$

485,000.00

$

600,000.00

$

30,000.00

$

50,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

550,000.00

$

700,000.00

$

260,000.00

$

325,000.00

Building Exterior, Program Pool: Repair damaged EIFS at exterior base of program

**Building Interior, Lobby/Corridors/Locker Rooms: Interior renovation to address
accessibility items identified in RAC audit, replace aging tile and grout, replace plumbing

3.21

21-22 fixtures, and replace fire extinguisher brackets with in-wall cabinets

3.22

21 Building Interior, Lobby/Corridors: Install new aluminum doors and frames.

3.23

25 conditioning system. Replace furniture and casework.

Building Interior, Manager Office: Install new flooring, lighting, and mini-split air

** Building Interior, Main Pool: Remove raised concrete and brick paver sections
around perimeter of pool. Replace concrete and pool deck at deck level. Install deck

3.24

26 drains as required by code. Enclose glulam beams and bases to improve safety.

4.20

38 filtration system with larger pumps, increasing turnover and improving water quality.

** Program Pool: Install stainless steel perimeter gutter. Provide new regenerative DE

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges

5.20

40 **Main Pool, Mechanical: Replace pool dehumidification unit.

$

400,000.00

$

500,000.00

5.21

40 **Program Pool, Mechanical: Replace pool dehumidification unit.

$

160,000.00

$

200,000.00

5.22

40 Lobby/Locker Core, Mechanical: Replace RTU-2.

$

37,500.00

$

45,000.00

5.23

53 Electrical: Replace fire alarm system.

$

30,000.00

$

40,000.00

5.24

52 Main Pool: Replace lighting with new LED fixtures.

$

35,000.00

$

40,000.00

5.25

44 Main Pool and Program Pool: Replace drinking fountains.

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY III ITEMS: $

2,778,500.00

$

3,740,000.00
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Recommendations and Estimated Cost Ranges

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS

LOW COST RANGE

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY I ITEMS: $

HIGH COST RANGE

102,000.00

$

134,250.00

SPLASHDOWN): $

895,200.00

$

1,171,000.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY III ITEMS: $

2,778,500.00

$

3,740,000.00

TOTAL COSTS, ALL ITEMS (EXCLUDING SPLASHDOWN): $

3,775,700.00

$

5,045,250.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY II ITEMS - SPLASHDOWN ONLY $

999,500.00

$

1,420,000.00

TOTAL COSTS, ALL ITEMS (INCLUDING SPLASHDOWN) $

4,775,200.00

$

6,465,250.00

TOTAL COSTS, CATEGORY II ITEMS (EXCLUDING

NOTES AND QUALIFICATIONS:
1) Costs are expressed in January 2015 dollars. Cost figures for improvements undertaken beyond 2015 require adjustment for escalation. At the time of
writing of report, construction escalation is estimated at 5% per year.
2) Items indicated with "**" indicate that professional architecture or engineering services will likely be required to complete the work. We recommend
budgeting between 6 and 13 percent of construction cost for professional services fees for these items. Generally, professional services fee percentages
decrease as the construction value of the work to be designed increases.
3) We recommend that the Columbia Association budget a contingency of at least 10 percent of the total costs estimated herein for any given combination
of projects to address unforeseen and concealed conditions.
4) Cost range for each line item assumes that each item will be addressed individually. Significant economies of scale and overall cost reduction may be
achieved by combining items using the same trade contractors into larger renovation/repair projects.
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Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Expected Remaining Service Life of Major Building Components
AS OF JANUARY 2015
Life spans below represent typical service life of items observed in similar condition.Items not mentioned are presumed to have a remaining service life greater
than 10 years. All conditions are subject to change based on usage, wear, and environmental factors. Annual inspection of each item and corresponding updates
to this list are recommended.

SITE AND LANDSCAPE ITEMS:
Item Description

Estimated Remaining Service Life

Parking lot (sealing and striping)

5 years

Parking lot (asphalt)

>10 years

Sidewalks

10 years

Concrete ramps

5-10 years

Site lighting, parking lot

10 years

Site lighting, pedestrian

5-10 years

Landscaping

5-10 years

BUILDING EXTERIOR AND STRUCTURE ITEMS:
Item Description

Estimated Remaining Service Life

Horizontal siding, Lobby/Locker Core

10 years

Masonry, Lobby/Locker Core

>10 years (some tuckpointing required)

Exterior doors/windows

10 years

Roofing, Lobby/Locker Core

5-10 years

Roofing, Program Pool

5-10 years

Roofing, SplashDown

>10 years

Translucent Wall System, Program Pool

10 years

Translucent Wall/Roof System, Main Pool

5-10 years

Translucent Wall System, SplashDown

2-3 years

Glulam Structure, Main Pool

>10 years

Steel Structure, Program Pool

>10 years

Steel Roof Structure, Lobby/Locker Core

>10 years

Floor Structure, Lobby/Locker Core

1-5 years above Mechanical Room

Exterior Wall Materials, Program Pool

5-10 years

Exterior Doors, Program Pool

>10 years

Exterior Doors, SplashDown

>10 years

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Expected Remaining Service Life of Major Building Components
AS OF JANUARY 2015
Life spans below represent typical service life of items observed in similar condition.Items not mentioned are presumed to have a remaining service life greater
than 10 years. All conditions are subject to change based on usage, wear, and environmental factors. Annual inspection of each item and corresponding updates
to this list are recommended.

BUILDING INTERIOR:
Item Description

Estimated Remaining Service Life

Entrance vestibule flooring

>10 years

Lobby carpeting

1-5 years

Lobby service/control desk

> 10 years

Lobby / corridor ceilings

10 years

Lobby / corridor tile and grout

5-10 years

Lobby / corridor interior doors

5-10 years

Locker room tile and grout

5-10 years

Locker room fixtures

5-10 years (sinks require replacement within 2 years)

North family locker room shower

1 year

North family locker room tile and grout

5-10 years

North family locker room fixtures

5-10 years

South family locker room shower

>10 years

South family locker room tile and grout

>10 years

South family locker room fixtures

>10 years

Nursery carpeting

2-3 years

Manager office flooring, finishes

5-10 years

Platform lift

5-10 years

SplashDown - stair structure paint

1-5 years

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Expected Remaining Service Life of Major Building Components
AS OF JANUARY 2015
Life spans below represent typical service life of items observed in similar condition.Items not mentioned are presumed to have a remaining service life greater
than 10 years. All conditions are subject to change based on usage, wear, and environmental factors. Annual inspection of each item and corresponding updates
to this list are recommended.

AQUATICS:
Item Description

Estimated Remaining Service Life

Main pool structure

>10 years

Main pool piping

>10 years

Main pool filtration

5-10 years

Main pool mechanical equipment

>10 years

Wading pool structure

Unknown

Wading pool piping

Unknown

Wading pool filtration

>10 years

Wading pool mechanical equipment

>10 years

Program pool structure

>10 years; gutters 5-10 years

Program pool piping

5-10 years

Program pool filtration

5-10 years

Program pool mechanical equipment

5-10 years

SplashDown slides and supports

1-2 years

SplashDown piping

10 years

SplashDown mechanical equipment

5-10 years

Columbia Association Swim Center Facility Assessment
Expected Remaining Service Life of Major Building Components
AS OF JANUARY 2015
Life spans below represent typical service life of items observed in similar condition.Items not mentioned are presumed to have a remaining service life greater
than 10 years. All conditions are subject to change based on usage, wear, and environmental factors. Annual inspection of each item and corresponding updates
to this list are recommended.

MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/PLUMBING:
Item Description

Estimated Remaining Service Life

RTU-2 (lobby/locker core)

5‐10 years

RTU-3 (nursery)

1‐5 years

RTU-4 (locker rooms)

1‐5 years

RTU-5 (SplashDown)

1‐5 years

PDU-1 (Main Pool)

5‐10 years

PDU-2 (Program Pool)

5‐10 years

Program Pool evacuator system

1‐5 years

Exhaust fans

5‐10 years

Plumbing fixtures (locker rooms)

5-10 years

Gas service

1-5 years

Electrical service

1-5 years

Lighting, lobby/locker core

1-5 years

Lighting, Main Pool

5-10 years

Lighting, Program Pool

1-5 years
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